
Background and Aims

• Statistical shape analysis (SSA) techniques combined with customized

machine learning (ML) methods to extract latent geometry information of

segmented LV shapes

• Shape provides impactful insight for a variety of outcomes’ prediction

• Left ventricular mass index (LVMI) regression as an expected phenomena

after transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) surgery

• LVMI, tightly correlated with hospitalization likelihood one year post

TAVR, a strong survival score indicator

• We implemented a novel ML approach to both predict the LVMI regression

at a specific time, and also generate patient-specific estimate of LVMI

evolution over years

• The excellent accuracy of our LVMI estimation tool promises an

invaluable AI-powered tool to improve surgery planning and clinical

outcome.
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Method: Automated segmentation of CT images 

to capture LV point clouds (PC) in STL format using 

convolutional neural network algorithms 

AI-powered shape-analysis-based outcome prediction using 
pre-operation CT in patients undergoing TAVR surgery

Result:

Conclusion
• Shapes convey a load of hidden, yet precious information that are not appreciated in

traditional clinical approaches

• Quantified measures of shape, rather than ventricular volume and thickness, as a superior

predictor of LVMI regression and clinical events

Method: Using Open3d
package in Python, the STL
files are down-sampled,
denoised and smoothed.

Result:  AI_powered method named support vector machine (SVM) 

was used to predict LVMI regression through the extracted shape 

numbers along with time passed after the surgery

Position of 657th node  in point cloud 
vector in average shape before (left) and 
after (right) matching points

Method: Matching pairs among

all shapes and reordering the point

clouds’ vector

Method: Iterative closest

points (ICP) algorithm is applied

to align shapes.

Result:

Method: Partial least squares (PLS)

method to reduce the dimension of the

data and achieve maximum correlation

with the output vector

Result:: A vector containing 8 principal

shape numbers was extracted from the

original 15000-dimensional vectors
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Accurate prediction of test data

(red circles). The training data are

shown as blue circles.

Patient-specific evolution of LVMI

regression over time synthesized by
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